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1 Learn the middle line theory. Wing Chun's foundation is the protection of the center line of your body. Imagine a line that begins at the middle edge of the head and runs along the middle of the chest to the lower body. This is the center line of your body and the most vulnerable. It must be protected at all times. [1] According to the midline theory, you should always attack the
middle line and perform defensive maneuvers against the opponent's center line. Wing Chun's open basic position is based on the middle line theory. Stand in an open position forward with your knees bent and your feet slightly outward. By facing your opponent directly, you will be able to attack with the most balanced force. 2 Be wise and economical with energy. The central
principle of Wing Chun is that during the battle, energy must be used conservatively and economically. Use your opponent's energy by repelling or controlling the impacts. [2] Use the movement economically and wisely. The idea is that your body should travel the shortest distance in the minimum time to connect with your opponent. This also helps to save your own energy. 3 Stay
relaxed. A tense body uses energy unnecessarily. Keep your body relaxed and you'll be nicer. [3] If you have experience in other martial arts (especially in hard styles), you need to empty your cup or unlearn bad habits. Wing Chun is a soft style with many neutralizing techniques that require you to be soft and relaxed. Renovating muscle memory and building relaxed habits can be
frustrating and take time, but it pays off in the long run. 4 Sand your reflexes. In Wing Chun, the fighter reacts to the fight by using quick reflexes to abort the attack and change the fight on your terms. [4] 5 Change your combat strategy according to your opponent and environment. Your opponent can be tall or short, big or small, male or female, and so on. Similarly, the
environment in which you fight can be different – outdoors, inside, rainy, hot, cold and so on. Be prepared to adjust your fight according to the circumstances. [5] 6 Learn Wing Chun's forms. Wing Chun's practice is broken down into the succession of six different forms, each based on the previous format. In each form, you will learn the proper position, body positioning,
movements and balance of hands and feet. These formats are: Siu Nim Tao Chum Kiu Biu Gee Muk Yan Chong Luk Dim Boon Kwun Baat Jaam Dao 1 Find a Wing Chun Academy. Martial arts schools often focus on one martial arts style, especially for serious students. Wing Chun academies or clubs may be affiliated with a martial arts association. Search the web or phone
book for local Wing Chun schools. Check with your local martial arts academies to see if they teach Wing Chun. They can only teach the basics, and if you're really into learning advanced Wing Chun, you may have to go to an area with more advanced classes. Meet the sifu and ask about their background. How many years of experience do they have? How did they learn Wing
Chun? Sit in Wing Chun class. Get a feel for how sifu leads the class and how other students react. Learning Wing Chun personally is the most popular method. 2 Learn Wing Chun online or on DVDs. Many websites have lessons for wing chun self-teaching. These usually offer videos and educational levels, and their subscription pricing is staggered based on your skill level
(beginner, medium, advanced, etc.) and material availability. They can be useful if you don't have qualified instructors or Wing Chun School in your area. They can also personally improve your education if you currently attend Wing Chun School. Choose a DVD series or online course taught by Wing Chun Grandmaster or Master. Some e-study courses also offer instructor
certification to advanced students who want to teach their own students. Some online courses can offer two-way instruction via webcam with a grandmaster. In your Wing Chun study, apps are available that are available for Apple or Android phones. Examples include the Wing Chun Online Course published and supported by the International Ip Man Wing Chun Martial Art
Association and the Wing Chun Kung Fu Long Distance Learning course. [6] 3 Make your own training space. Find an area in your house where you can practice Wing Chun. Make sure you have enough space to move your body in all directions. Check by waving your arms and legs. You don't want the furniture in the room to interfere with your movements. Ideally, there is a
mirror in this space so you can see how you move. 4 Find a partner to train with. Learning movements alone only takes you so far. Eventually, you need to start learning how your movements connect with your opponent. A partner gives you good practices on how to react to another person's movements. This person can also help you encourage you and provide feedback on your
form. 1 Read more about Siu Nim Tao. Siu Nim (or Lim) Tao, or Little Idea, is the basis for many movements in Wing Chun. Siu Nim Tao is the first form in Wing Chun, and here you will learn the movements of the right position, body holding, relaxation and basic hands. Each part of Siu Nim Tao must be managed before proceeding to the next part and before learning other
techniques. Every movement in the primary (first) format has meaning. This includes the use of tempo, excitement and relaxation, corners and distances. The form does not contain any techniques. 2 Understand Gong Lik: Gong Lik is the first part of Siu Nim Tao and focuses on good structure and relaxation. You'll learn the open position that meets your opponent. Work to keep
your body relaxed. Practice your Gee Kim Yeung Ma position or open position. In this position, stand forward. Point your feet outwards a little bit. Keep your knees bent. the weight is evenly distributed over both legs. You focus on positioning your hands and elbows as you prepare to learn the movements of your hands and hands. This front-on position gives you the most
advantage in battle, such as letting your hands and feet protect your center line. Both sides of your body can be used equally instead of favoring one side of the body over the other. [7] 3 Understand Fajing: Fajing is the second part of Siu Nim Tao. Fajing is developing the liberation of power. Here you will learn how to use force and maintain strength and energy. Focus on relaxing
until your hands are ready to strike. One of Fajing's common moves is a palm blow (yan jeung) in which your left hand opens, rotates downwards and moves downwards to strike your opponent. 4 Understand the basic skills: The third part of Siu Nim Tao learns the basic skills of hand movements and inhibition, which provide the basis for learning other Wing Chun techniques.
Some of these basic skills are Pak Sau or Huen Sau (strike), Tan Sau (palm up block), Gan Sau (splitting hand) and Bong Sau (wing arm). Much of the Siu Nim Tao policy in this section includes a combination of these movements. Once you learn these skills, you practice them first on the left side and then on the right side. 1 Read more about Chum Kitu. Chum Kiu, or the search
for a bridge, introduces the movement of the whole body to complement what has been learned in the basic form of Siu Nim Tau. In Chum Kiu, you focus on how I turned your body right and efficiently, paying attention to weight distribution and balance. Foot movements such as flipping and kicking are introduced here. Each part of Chum Kiu must be managed before proceeding
to the next part and before learning other techniques. Reversing the position (changing the shape of the horse from side to side) must be practiced well before learning the secondary form. This is key, unlike the basic form, where the position is static. 2 Understand the first part of Chum Kiu. The first part, Juun, focuses on translation, balance and structure. In Juun, you also start
paying attention to the environment, even behind you, to fight effectively. It also introduces middlemen's movements such as Jip Sau (hand breakage) and Fut Sau (eye rake). 3 Understand the second part of Chum Kiu. Chum Kiu's second part, or Ser, emphasizes repelling the opponent's attack and directing energy back at them. You learn to move your arms and legs as a single
unit, and then you can learn to move these parts independently of each other. 4 Understand the third part of Chum Kiu. The third part of Chum Kiu focuses on using force together with hands and foot movements. It also uses a combination of tense hand gestures and relaxed body movements to take into account different combat scenarios. You are also working to turn your body
right and left so that you can work on your balance and find while fighting. 1 Understand Biu Gee. Biu Gee, or Darting or Thrusting Fingers, focuses on using power well over short distances. Students also learn emergency techniques, such as how to restore the center line during falling or being trapped. [8] Each of the three parts of Biu Gee uses combinations of hand and foot
movements for the first two holidays to recover from an unfamical position. This then puts you in an attacking position where you can use short-range power to turn off your opponent. 2 understand Muk Yan Chong. Muk Yan Chong, or Wooden Doll, is an advanced form in which you train with a stationary opponent (wooden doll). This will help you identify and learn how your hand
and foot movements come into contact with your opponent. Because the dummy does not move, the customizations are made in the form of a training device. Some applications of doll techniques are obvious. Note that some of them are converses (customizations) and some have different application variants that are described in a single motion series. 3 Understand Luk Dim
Boon Kwun. This form, also known as the 6.5 Point Pole Form, contains a bar as the weapon you use to attack an opponent. Fighting on a pole can improve your skills in balancing and defense. 4 understand Baat Jaam Dao. Baat Jaam Dao, or Eight Cutting Swords or Butterfly Knives, is the most advanced form in which you use short swords as weapons. It is not taught to anyone
who may reach this level; Very few people get to learn Baat Jaam Dao. The form focuses primarily on accuracy, technology and location. Foot and hand movements are somewhat transformed from other shapes due to knives. [9] Add a new question How can I increase the response time for my reflex? After hundreds of repetition, Wing Chun's movements begin to develop into
you as muscle memory. Your body knows what to do without having to think. This is going to take time and practice, so be patient. Question How can I overcome the fear of fighting a particular person? It is normal to fear battle, because survival and self-preservation are instinctive. Explore the fighter, prepare for that fight and work on your own skills as much as possible. It gives
you more confidence before the match. Question How do I master Wing Chun technology? You'll master it when you realize wing chun can't be controlled. Every doctor and Sifu is an eternal learner. The best time to start mastering any topic is yesterday, and the second best time is right now. Remember that the student trains until he gets it right, but the master trains until he no
longer gets it wrong. Question How did I learn About Wing Chun's YouTube? Look for related Wing Chun videos to see demonstrations and explanations for specific movements or positions. You can also search for other resources, both videos and text, outside of YouTube. Note, however, that it is difficult skilled in Wing Chun without a tutor who can teach and correct your
movements personally. Question What are some ways to improve reflexes? Repetition, repetition, repetition. The more you drill, drill properly, the smoother your shapes become. After that, just keep practicing and at the pace of those exercises. If you're going at a speed where you make mistakes, slow down. I'm a beginner. When should I start working on a wooden doll? The
wooden doll contains movements from other generous forms and must be learned after the deep experience and understanding of Siu Nim Tao and Chum Kiu. For example, in chu shong lining, the wooden doll is not taught until 4 May. If you're a beginner, just focus on Siu Nim Tao. It means looking for nim tao - looking for a little idea. Study your body's balance, relaxation and
muscle movements as you make shape every day. May I learn from Wing Chun's book? The basics of Wing Chun can be learned from books and videos, but it is impossible to master martial arts without formal training and years of practice. Moreover, only a credible Sifu can fix errors in your technique. Question How much time do I need to master these techniques? It varies
depending on how much you train if you have a trainer/training partner and access to the data. Can I learn Wing Chun if I'm 60? Obviously! Every decade of our lives brings new challenges, but you can learn anything at any age. Never let anyone or anything stop you. Of course, progress can be slower than when you are 20; cuts and scratches heal more slowly, self-preservation
kicks in more than your more reckless twentysomething self, but these are just obstacles you have to overcome. There's no reason why you shouldn't learn Wing Chun when you're 60. Question What's the best way to relax? Imagine a stream in a lush, green ling with splashes of water and wildlife everywhere. Show more answers Ask a question Thank you! Thank you! Thank
you! Thank you! Thank you! The videos offered by Enter Tai Chi wikiHow are wikis like Wikipedia, which means that many of our articles are written by a number of authors. To create this article, 36 people, some anonymous, worked to edit and improve it over time. This article has been viewed 1,000 times. Co-authors: 36 Updated: 10.10.2020 Views: 569 845 Categories: Featured
Articles | Martial arts | Sports and fitness print Send fan mail to creators Thank you all as writers create a page that has been read 569,845 times. Yes, this article on the wiki is very useful. At first I thought that learning different movements makes me a wing chun man, but by reading this article I found that learning movements would not teach you wing chun. First you have to learn
different positions and positions. Go ahead, wikiMiten. ... I'm 42 and I've always lost every match. I never will. It's always defense. I've always favored Bruce Lee, but I never found the time, the reserve or anyone to work with me to study Wing Chun. This information helps me start and study on my own. Thank you so much for coming. ... More I thought this helped my research on
the nins and the history of Asian martial arts very much, but one thing I would have liked to have seen was maybe some connections to history and its antiques. Thank you very much for the time in creating this site. ... Excellent explanation for Wing Chun. I teach the system at the Fighting Spirit Club in Cape Town and would definitely recommend that all our students read this
article. ... Very detailed information and easy to read and understand. Really great help, I need more of this. In all my attempts to learn, this was the simplest. Thank you so much for coming. ... This would really help me learn and understand Wing Chun about my physical activity. Also for both physical and mind exercises and self-defence. ... More I don't have available schools in
my area and this article answers a lot of questions I don't have anyone to ask. Thank you so much. ... Thanks to this information, I figured out how to use wing chun for self-defense and now I'm no longer afraid of self-defense. ... This helped me understand ways to turn around and master one technique. Awesome! It tells you everything you want to know. And now I know it. Now I
can fight all those morons who play Magic outside my Jamba Juice. I really loved the way this made me go out and fight crime. Excellent look at the pressure points I didn't know. Very informative and easy to read. Gives excellent clarity to beginners. Very good. Loved the basics. Very user-friendly and explanatory. Well done, I'm fine. A jewel for a beginner! Straight ahead, basic,
okay. Thank you, I love it so much. Share your story
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